EVERYBODY
JAMS

ASSIST MUSIC SYSTEMS – PRODUCT CATALOG

Assist Music Systems Product Catalog – Last Updated April, 2016 – Design and Price Subject to Change
Price includes Assembly, Calibration and Testing where required. S&H additional.

This Catalog is organized per the following Controller Types and Instruments. We will be constantly adding to and modifying the Products we
offer to best support the Services we provide. EveryBody Jams!

The first section of this Product Catalog focuses on Musical Instruments, Custom Musical Instruments and Custom Controllers. Supporting and related
equipment, optional accessories, software and complete packages are located near the end of this catalog.

Voice Only Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

Kazoo
You hold it in your
mouth and Hum into
it

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. Perhaps the easiest
instrument to learn we have and also the
least expensive. With some practice, this
Kazoo can be musical and very fun. Medical
grade plastic does not crack or shatter.

$2.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Perhaps the easiest
instrument to learn we have and also the
least expensive. With some practice, this
Kazoo can be musical and very fun. Medical
grade plastic does not crack or shatter. The
holder alleviates the need to support it with
your mouth.

$18.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Perhaps the easiest
instrument to learn we have and also one of
the least expensive. With some practice, this
Kazoo can be musical and very fun. Medical
grade plastic does not crack or shatter. Play
it through some effects like reverb or delay
for the best and most musical results.

$36.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Use the built-in mic on
your computer or add an optional external
pre-amp and headset microphone (available
below) to play MIDI instruments using only
your voice. Software emulates a MIDI
controller such as a keyboard, and can play
either “soft synths” or plug-ins inside the
computer, or control external MIDI synths.

$25.00

Free at our sessions

Plastic Kazoo
Kazoo and Holder
The Holder goes
around your neck and
you Hum into it

Plastic Kazoo and Custom Kazoo Holder
Electric Kazoo and
Holder
The Holder goes
around your neck and
you Hum into it.
Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment
Electric Kazoo, cable and Custom Kazoo Holder
imitone Voice Control
Software – Standard
– In Beta
Voice Control
Software for your
Computer. Play MIDI
instruments with your
Voice.
Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

imitone software is delivered via a
digital download directly from the imitone website.
Imitone software – Digital download.

You’ll need a computer.

imitone Voice Control
Software – Prime
Edition – In Beta
Voice Control
Software for your
Computer. Play MIDI
instruments with your
Voice.

imitone software is delivered via a
digital download directly from the imitone website.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment
Imitone software – Digital download.
Modular Analog
Voice Processor

Make your Voice
sound like an Analog
Synthesizer – Requires
less practice to play
than many of our
other instruments.

Solo Instrument. Use the built-in mic on
your computer or add an optional external
pre-amp and headset microphone (available
below) to play MIDI instruments using only
your voice. Software emulates a MIDI
controller such as a keyboard, and can play
either “soft synths” or plug-ins inside the
computer, or control external MIDI synths.
Prime Edition is a full-featured tool
for performers, hackers and professionals. It
offers the full capabilities of imitone's
technology, but demands greater technical
knowledge to use.
You’ll need a computer.
Solo Instrument. A primarily analog modular
signal processor optimized for modifying the
human voice to sound more like an analog
synthesizer. It’s ½ Multi Effects Unit and ½
Analog Synth.
Whereas the Voice Controlled Analog Synth
uses your voice to play a synthesizer, this
instrument makes your voice sound like a
synthesizer. Unlike a Vocoder you don’t
need something else playing the notes.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

Voice Processor, Pre-amp, Headset Mic, Patch Cables,
Instrument Cables, Instructional Manual and power supply.

Compared to most of our instruments you
can be playing this instrument almost
immediately with little practice, although
mastering it will still take some time.
You’ll need and amp or a sound system to
play through.

$60.00

$1,710 + SH

Custom Controlled
Modular Analog
Synthesizer

Solo Instrument. A complete Modular
Analog Synth setup configured for using a
Custom Controller instead of a keyboard.
Voice Synth shown.

Play an Analog Synth
with your Voice or
other Custom
Controller

All configurations work with Foot Pedals, our
own developed Custom Controllers or any
Custom Controllers you design and build
yourself using one of our DIY electronic Kits.

Base Price $1,310
w/o Controllers
Foot Control w/1
Pedal set $1,420
Nunchuk Control
$1,840
Voice Control $1,850

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

Analog Synthesizer, Patch Cables, Instrument Cable,
Instructional Manual, tuner, power supply, PLUS all
components for whatever Controller option you select. See
Instrument Controllers for an idea of what is included with
the various Controller options. Voice Control Synth shown.
Please Note – The Voice, Foot, Custom Controller and
Nunchuk Control options all allow you to play specific notes
and songs with practice. The Brain Wave and Muscle/Nerve
control are different, in that they allow you to either play
somewhat avant-garde within constraints or to influence
what is being played indirectly, but you can’t play specific
notes or songs with them.

Select one Controller option from below.
Each includes everything needed for that
option. You can add Foot Pedals ($120) and
Custom Controllers (Kit $30) to any other
option. For example you can combine Voice,
Foot and a Custom Kit Controller into the
same synthesizer.
Current Synth Controller Options:
 Foot Pedal Control (can be added to
others)
 Custom Controller or Kit (can be
added to others)
 Voice Control/Pitch Control
 Nunchuk Game Controller
 Brain Wave/Eye Blink Control
 Muscle/Nerve Control

Brain Wave Control
$1,940
Muscle Control
$1,560
Add Foot Pedal set
to any for $120
Add DIY Kit to any for
$30 each

You’ll need an amp or a sound system.

Breath Only Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

Harmonica with
Holder – Starter

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. Old school, functional and
$18.00 + SH
musical. A beginner blues harp and a
harmonica holder that goes around your neck
to support the harp. Takes quite a bit of
practice to play well, but can start making
pleasant sounds immediately.

Play harmonica with
no hands
Watch Jam Video
Beginners blues harp and holder. Key of C only.

Harmonica with
Holder – Professional
Play harmonica with
no hands
Watch Jam Video

Solo Instrument. Old school, functional and
musical. A Pro blues harp and a harmonica
holder that goes around your neck to support
the harp. Takes quite a bit of practice to play
well, but can start making pleasant sounds
immediately. The Seydel Session Steel harp
was selected for it’s rounded and smooth
body and “single note friendly” blow holes.
Also the stainless steel reeds are longer
lasting and resist corrosion.

$73.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Yes, there is such a thing as
a “Nose Flute” and it is surprisingly musical.
This one is higher quality than most I found.

$12.00 + SH

The holder we
provide is the
standard one used by
most players.
Multiple upgrades
and types that don’t
go around your neck
are also available.

Pro blues harp and holder. Key of C or request a Key.
Nose Flute with
Headband
Play music with no
hands by breathing
out of your nose and
using head band
Nose Flute and small head band to hold it in place.
Jamboxx Breath
Synth and MIDI
Controller
Hands-free MIDI
Breath Controller you
play like a harmonica.
Jam along with songs
you know.

You play the notes by breathing out of your
nose and control the pitch by changing the
shape and size of your mouth.
Black, blue or red
Solo Instrument. New School and powerful.
Because it lets you play any MIDI instrument
with your breath, you can effectively play any
instrument with your breath. Requires a
computer.
ProSuite Software includes different
instrument sounds and ability to control
external Synthesizers. Synthesia scrolling
software provides ability to play along with
familiar songs by following the scrolling notes
on the screen.

Watch Jam Demo
Jamboxx MIDI Controller, Hands-free support, instructional
manual with lessons, software and USB cable.

You’ll need a computer and sound system.

$400.00 + SH
Includes everything
you need but a
computer and a mic
stand.
Jamboxx, hands free
support that attaches
to stand, USB cable,
ProSuite and
Synthesia software.

XHarp Breath MIDI
Controller – In Beta

Solo Instrument. New School and powerful.
Because it lets you play any MIDI instrument
with your breath, you can effectively play any
instrument with your breath.
Requires a computer. Acts as a MIDI
controller to play any external MIDI
instruments.

MIDI Synth Controller
you play similar to a
harmonica
XHarp MIDI Controller, Hands-free support, instructional
manual with lessons, MIDI cables.
Magic Flute Breath
Synth and MIDI
Controller

Breath plays notes,
tilting head controls
the pitch

$1,000 + SH

You’ll need a MIDI instrument and sound
system.
Solo Instrument. New School and powerful.
$1,920 + SH
Because it lets you play any MIDI instrument
with your breath, you can effectively play any
instrument. Includes many built-in sounds so
you don’t need an external MIDI device or
computer.
You tilt your head to control the pitch of the
notes and blow into the mouthpiece to play
notes.

Magic Flute MIDI Instrument and Controller, Hands-free
support, instructional manual with lessons, and MIDI cables.
Bugle with Stand

Solo Instrument. Bugle and sturdy stand to
hold it so it can be played with no hands.
Because pitch is entirely via breath control
and there are no keys/valves on the
instrument, this is a challenging brass
instrument to learn.

Play a brass wind
instrument with no
hands

$500.00 + SH

Bugle and stand.

Single Hand Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

Percussion – Egg
Shaker
Watch Jam Video
Egg shaker

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. About as basic as a single
hand instrument can get, and yet allows
anyone with some rhythm to jam.

$2.00 + SH

Percussion – Wood
Egg Shaker

Solo Instrument. About as basic as a single
hand instrument can get, and yet allows
anyone with some rhythm to jam. The wood
one looks cool and sounds a little “mellower”
than the plastic ones.

$7.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. About as basic as a single
hand instrument can get, and yet allows
anyone with some rhythm to jam. This is a
shaker intended for recording and live gigs.

$12.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. The classic single handed
Spanish percussion instrument.

$12.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Can be attached to either a
wrist or ankle, so it does not need to be held
or supported. Requires the ability to stay still
when you don’t want to play because of the
bells.

$5.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. A tambourine can be a very
expressive percussion instrument with
practice. Due to the bells, requires the ability
to stay still when not intending to play.

$14.00 + SH

Wooden Egg shaker
Percussion – Pro
Shaker

Pro cylinkdrical shaker
Percussion Castanets

Castanets
Percussion - Wrist or
Ankle Bells

Wrist or ankle bells
Percussion –
Tambourine
Watch Jam Video

Tambourine

Percussion - Maracas

Solo Instrument. About as basic as a single
hand instrument can get, and yet allows
anyone with some rhythm to jam. Requires
ability to stay still somewhat, but not as
much as instruments with bells.

$16.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. By using mallets, the
bongos are a good single handed instrument
that requires relatively minimal motion.

$47.00 + SH

Set of maracas
Percussion – Small
bongos drums with
mallets

The tunability of these bongos makes them
more flexible.

Small tunable bongos and mallets
Percussion – Small
hand drum with
mallets

Solo Instrument. By using mallets, a small
hand drum is a good single handed
instrument that requires relatively minimal
motion.

$34.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. By using mallets, a small
cowbell is a good single handed instrument
that requires relatively minimal motion and
delivers a lot of “punch”. This can be a good
way to keep a constant beat in a large group.
We gotta have more cowbell!

$24.00 + SH

Small hand drum and mallets
Percussion – Cowbell
with mallet

Cowbell and mallets

Nunchuk (Game
Controller) Modular
Instrument Controller

Solo Instrument. Everything required for
playing any MIDI Instrument or Analog
Synthesizer using the Nintendo Nunchuk
Controller provided. This is a single hand
Minimal Motion Controller.

Use a Nintendo game
controller to play any
MIDI Instrument or
Analog Synthesizer
with a single hand and
minimal motion.

You “strike” the notes by hitting the “trigger”
button on the Controller and control the
Pitch with the thumb joystick. You can also
influence the volume or timber with subtle
3D motions. With practice and correct use of
the included Pitch Correction this can be a
very playable instrument. EveryBody Jams.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiments
Nunchuk Instrument Controller, Nunchuk game Controller,
MIDI and Patch Cables, Instructional Manual, power supply
DIY Custom Modular
Instrument Controller

Allows you to design
and build your own
Custom Controllers,
including single hand
Controllers.
Technical Info
Watch Jam Video

$1,200 + SH

+ Custom Controller
(Not Included – Select
from below)

Foot/Misc Instrument Controller, Patch Cables, Instructional
Manual, power supply

You’ll need a MIDI instrument or a CV
controlled analog synth and sound system.
Solo Instrument. If you have the need or
desire to design and build your own Custom
Controller, or use Foot Pedals or other
controllers you already have then this is the
Instrument Controller for you. Works with
our DIY Kits and assembled Custom
Controllers as they become available.
Accepts 2 inputs, a switch to strike the note
and a variable resistor to control the pitch.
Provides tuning, advanced Pitch Correction,
utility functions and MIDI conversion to help
make your controller more “playable”.
Design your own Single Hand Controller.
You’ll need a MIDI instrument or a CV
controlled analog synth and sound system.

$870 + SH without
assembled Controller
or DIY Kit
$30 for each
DIY Kits and
Controllers below …
$30 – Our Big Stick
Kit is a Single Hand
Controller

Arturia Micro Brute
Analog Synthesizer

Solo Instrument. This synth is just plain fun.
Because like most analog synths this is a
monophonic instrument which can only play
one note at a time, playing it with one hand is
common and is not a limitation at all.

Small enough analog
synth to be held on
your lap or on a
custom stand and
played with one hand

Arturia Micro Brute Synth and Instrument Cable.
Korg MicroKey Air wireless MIDI
Controller
Small enough to be
held on your lap and
played with one hand.

Korg MicroKey Air Controller and MIDI Cable.
CASIO Small
Electronic Keyboard
Small enough to be
held on your lap and
played with one hand.

Best of all, you can get some really, big, phat,
synth sounds out of this thing. Just keep in
mind this is an analog synth made for
tweaking. You can’t quickly dial up sounds.
You’ll need an amp or sound system.
Solo Instrument. This is a small MIDI
Controller you can lay on your lap or put on a
custom stand and play with one hand. This
controls other MIDI instruments, it doesn’t
make any sounds itself.
You can use MIDI cables, but it is also
wireless and you can connect to your
computer with blue tooth if you want to.
You’ll need a MIDI instrument and amp.
This is a small electronic keyboard with lots
of sounds and a simple drum machine
included. You can hold it on your lap or on
some type of support, it is very small and
light. Operates on batteries, sounds great. It
has 100 different sounds. Very fun to play.

$300.00 + SH

$115.00 + SH

$50 + SH

Small Casio SA77 Keyboard
Stylophone

Solo Instrument. This little thing is fun,
inexpensive and allows you to create and
play melodies with one hand and minimal
motion.

Small battery
powered Stylus
controlled synth
Watch Experiment
Stylophone

$25 + SH

Lap Folk Harp

Solo Instrument. This is a small folk harp you
can hold on your lap and play with one hand.

$400.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. A complete Modular
Analog Synth setup configured for using a
Custom Controller instead of a keyboard.
Voice Synth shown.

Base Price $1,310
w/o Controllers

Small enough to be
held on your lap and
played with one hand.
Folk harp and lesson book
Custom Controlled
Modular Analog
Synthesizer

Play an Analog Synth
with a Single Hand
Custom Controller

All configurations work with Foot Pedals, our
own developed Custom Controllers or any
Custom Controllers you design and build
yourself using one of our DIY electronic Kits.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

Foot Control w/1
Pedal set $1,420
Nunchuk Control
$1,840
Voice Control $1,850

Analog Synthesizer, Patch Cables, Instrument Cable,
Instructional Manual, power supply, PLUS all components
for whatever Controller option you select. See Instrument
Controllers for an idea of what is included with the various
Controller options. Voice Control Synth shown.
Please Note – The Voice, Foot, Custom Controller and
Nunchuk Control options all allow you to play specific notes
and songs with practice. The Brain Wave and Muscle/Nerve
control are different, in that they allow you to either play
somewhat avant-garde within constraints or to influence
what is being played indirectly, but you can’t play specific
notes or songs with them.

Select one Controller option from below.
Each includes everything needed for that
option. You can add Foot Pedals ($120) and
Custom Controllers (Kit $30) to any other
option. For example you can combine Voice,
Foot and a Custom Kit Controller into the
same synthesizer.
Current Synth Controller Options:
 Foot Pedal Control (can be added to
others)
 Custom Controller or Kit (can be
added to others)
 Voice Control/Pitch Control
 Nunchuk Game Controller
 Brain Wave/Eye Blink Control
 Muscle/Nerve Control
You’ll need an amp or a sound system.

Brain Wave Control
$1,940
Muscle Control
$1,560
Add Foot Pedal set
to any for $120
Add DIY Kit to any for
$30 each

Breath and Single Hand Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

Customizable
Recorder
Modify to play with
any combination of 5
to 10 fingers and to
account for finger
deformations.

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. This recorder consists of a
number of different sections that can be
combined in different configurations to
account for missing or deformed fingers. Any
6 fingers allow for a chromatic scale that
covers about 1-1/2 octaves. It can be played
with one hand or less fingers by covering
other holes, which limits the range.

$24.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. A small ocarina can be
supported and played with a single hand.

$35.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. A small melodica that can
be played by one hand, blown via a mouth
tube and supported on your lap.

$40.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. The least expensive and
complicated French Horn I could find. This
horn can be played by one hand and
supported on your lap.

$700 + SH

Aulos configurable recorder
Ocarina

A small ocarina only
requires a single hand
to play
Ocarina
Melodica
Breath controlled
instrument you play
like a keyboard
Melodica and stand
French Horn – Single
French Horn

Support on lap and
play with one hand.
Beginners single French Horn

Single Hand Custom
Flute – Flute Labs

Solo Instrument. Custom specified and
manufactured professional quality flutes.
Different configurations including one
handed options are available.

Price varies, all
custom

Solo Instrument. A standard trumpet can be
played and supported with the right hand. A
modified trumpet can be played and
supported with the left hand.

$600.00 + SH

Made to order custom
fitted flutes.
Custom created flute.
Trumpet

A trumpet can be
played one handed.
Beginners trumpet.

Foot Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

Foot/Miscellaneous
Modular Instrument
Controller

Play with your feet
instead of your hands.
Minimal motion two
foot Controller.

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. Everything required for
playing any MIDI Instrument or CV controlled
Analog Synthesizer using the Sustain and
Expression keyboard pedals provided with
your feet instead of with your hands.

$1,000 + SH

One foot “strikes” the note, the other foot
controls the pitch. Pitch Correction makes
playing the correct notes possible (with
practice!). Precise but minimal motion
required with your feet.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiments

Foot Instrument Controller, Sustain Pedal, Expression Pedal,
MIDI and Patch Cables, Instructional Manual, power supply

Can also be used with Custom Developed
Controllers and Kits if needed. See below.
You’ll need a MIDI instrument or a CV
controlled synth and a sound system.

Keith McMillen 12Step Foot MIDI
Controller

Solo Instrument. Can be played with a single
foot. This is a coarse motion controller and
requires a fair amount of foot dexterity.
Connects to MIDI instrument or computer via
USB cable.

A MIDI Controller you
can play with your
foot. A single foot
Coarse Motion
Controller.

Optional converter allows you to play and
control non-USB MIDI devices with standard
MIDI (5-pin DIN) connectors.

$260.00 + SH

Add $75.00 for
optional MIDI to USB
converter and MIDI
cable

Watch Experiment
Includes Foot MIDI Controller. Optional converter and MIDI
cable shown.
Percussion - Wrist or
Ankle Bells

Solo Instrument. Can be attached to either a
wrist or ankle, so it does not need to be held
or supported. Requires the ability to stay still
when you don’t want to play because of the
bells.

$5.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Small tambourine intended
to be attached to your foot, although you can
attach it to almost anything.

$12.00 + SH

Solo Instrument. Small Shaker intended to
be attached to your foot, although you can
attach it to almost anything.

$13.00 + SH

Wrist or ankle bells
Percussion – Foot
Tambourine

Foot tambourine
Percussion – Foot
Shaker

Foot tambourine

Custom Controlled
Modular Analog
Synthesizer

Solo Instrument. A complete Modular
Analog Synth setup configured for using a
Custom Controller instead of a keyboard.
Voice Synth shown.

Play an Analog Synth
with your Feet

All configurations work with Foot Pedals, our
own developed Custom Controllers or any
Custom Controllers you design and build
yourself using one of our DIY electronic Kits.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

Base Price $1,310
w/o Controllers
Foot Control w/1
Pedal set $1,420
Nunchuk Control
$1,840
Voice Control $1,850

Analog Synthesizer, Patch Cables, Instrument Cable,
Instructional Manual, power supply, PLUS all components
for whatever Controller option you select. See Instrument
Controllers for an idea of what is included with the various
Controller options. Voice Control Synth shown.
Please Note – The Voice, Foot, Custom Controller and
Nunchuk Control options all allow you to play specific notes
and songs with practice. The Brain Wave and Muscle/Nerve
control are different, in that they allow you to either play
somewhat avant-garde within constraints or to influence
what is being played indirectly, but you can’t play specific
notes or songs with them.

Select one Controller option from below.
Each includes everything needed for that
option. You can add Foot Pedals ($120) and
Custom Controllers (Kit $30) to any other
option. For example you can combine Voice,
Foot and a Custom Kit Controller into the
same synthesizer.
Current Synth Controller Options:
 Foot Pedal Control (can be added to
others)
 Custom Controller or Kit (can be
added to others)
 Voice Control/Pitch Control
 Nunchuk Game Controller
 Brain Wave/Eye Blink Control
 Muscle/Nerve Control
You’ll need an amp or a sound system.

Brain Wave Control
$1,940
Muscle Control
$1,560
Add Foot Pedal set
to any for $120
Add DIY Kit to any for
$30 each

Miscellaneous Control Options
Product Name

What’s Included

DIY Custom
Modular Instrument
Controller

Allows you to design
and build your own
Custom Controllers

+ Custom Controller
(Not Included – Select
from below)

Technical Info
Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiments

Foot/Misc Instrument Controller, Patch Cables,
Instructional Manual, power supply
Brain Wave Starter
Kit

Description

Price

Solo Instrument. If you have the need or desire to
design and build your own Custom Controller, or use
Foot Pedals or other controllers you already have
then this is the Instrument Controller for you.
Works with our DIY Kits and assembled Custom
Controllers as they become available.

$870 + SH without
assembled
Controller or DIY
Kit

Accepts 2 inputs, a switch to strike the note and a
variable resistor to control the pitch. Provides
tuning, advanced Pitch Correction, utility functions
and MIDI conversion to help make your controller
more “playable”.
See DIY Kits and Assembled Controllers below
Solo Device. Headset and software to get you
started on using eye blinks and your brain waves to
control things.

Brain Wave Headset
and software so you
can use your
computer or a tablet
or phone to develop
and practice your
eye blinks and
controlling your
brain waves.

$30 for each
Controller
Electronics
Kit – See DIY Kits
and Controllers
below …

$120 + SH

Includes training and measurement software that is
fun and interesting to use, and helps you train for
controlling music and other things using this
approach.

Brain Wave Headset and software
AUMI Software

Solo Device. Software which tracks movement, such
as your nose for example.

Play improvisational
or avant-garde
music with minimal
gestures and
motions

You can glide through notes and scales on various
instruments in a very musical way with practice.

AUMI software from deepListening.org

http://deeplistening.org/site/content/aumidownload

Free
This software is
free to download
although you may
want to give them
a small donation.

Brain Wave
Modular Instrument
Controller

Solo Instrument. Everything required for “playing”
any MIDI Instrument or Analog Synth using a Brain
Wave Headset.

$1,850 + SH

This instrument does not provide the ability to play
specific notes like most of our instruments and
controllers, but you can still certainly play it.
Optional Pitch Correction allows you to limit which
notes can be played to only “the correct notes”. By
layering sounds and using different sounds this can
be quite enjoyable and even musical.

Play music with no
physical motion
other than blinking
your eye or influence
music with no
motion at all

Eye Blinks “strike” the notes, and your Brain Waves
control the pitch and sound in an abstract but
musical way. It’s fun!

Watch Experiment
Brain Wave Instrument Controller, Brain Wave Headset,
MIDI and Patch Cables, Instructional Manual, power supply
Custom Controlled
Modular Analog
Synthesizer

Solo Instrument. A complete Modular Analog Synth
setup configured for using a Custom Controller
instead of a keyboard. Voice Synth shown.

Play an Analog
Synth with a Custom
Controller

All configurations work with Foot Pedals, our own
developed Custom Controllers or any Custom
Controllers you design and build yourself using one
of our DIY electronic Kits.

Watch Jam Video
Watch Experiment

Select one Controller option from below. Each
includes everything needed for that option. You can
add Foot Pedals ($120) and Custom Controllers (Kit

Base Price $1,310
w/o Controllers
Foot Control w/1
Pedal set $1,420
Nunchuk Control
$1,840
Voice Control
$1,850

Analog Synthesizer, Patch Cables, Instrument Cable,
Instructional Manual, power supply, PLUS all components
for whatever Controller option you select. See Instrument
Controllers for an idea of what is included with the various
Controller options. Voice Control Synth shown.

$30) to any other option. For example you can
combine Voice, Foot and a Custom Kit Controller into
the same synthesizer.

Current Synth Controller Options:
 Foot Pedal Control (can be added to others)
Please Note – The Voice, Foot, Custom Controller and
 Custom Controller or Kit (can be added to
Nunchuk Control options all allow you to play specific notes
others)
and songs with practice. The Brain Wave and Muscle/Nerve
 Voice Control/Pitch Control
control are different, in that they allow you to either play
 Nunchuk Game Controller
somewhat avant-garde within constraints or to influence
 Brain Wave/Eye Blink Control
what is being played indirectly, but you can’t play specific
 Muscle/Nerve Control
notes or songs with them.
You’ll need an amp or a sound system.
Solo Instrument. Everything required for partial
control of any MIDI instrument using multiple
electrodes placed on the skin measuring nerve to
muscle signals.

Muscle/Nerve
Instrument
Controller

Two electrodes are used, one to “Strike” the notes
and the other to influence the Pitch.
In Development …
Nerve MIDI Controller, Electrodes, MIDI and Patch Cables,
Instructional Manual

Brain Wave
Control $1,940
Muscle Control
$1,560
Add Foot Pedal set
to any for $120
Add DIY Kit to any
for $30 each

DIY Kits and Assembled Custom Controllers from Kits
Small Metal Box –
Custom Controller

Small Metal Box Controller – Assembled with
various wood panels. I made these as a
handy tool for triggering notes during testing,
and realized it is a decent Minimal Motion
Controller in its own right and might be a
good option for some folks. The button
triggers the notes while the dial controls the
pitch. This is a 2 hand Minimal Motion
Controller.

$60 + SH

Small Metal Box Controller Kit – Same parts
as assembled controller without wood
pieces. Button triggers notes while dial
controls pitch.

$40 + SH

Big Stick Controller Kit – Electronic parts,
general instructions and case to build you
own Big Stick one hand coarse motion
controller. Everything but the stick, I
recommend wood or PCV pipe sized to feel
comfortable. See online videos for examples.
The prototype shown is ¾” X 1 ½” X 9” wood.
This is a single hand Coarse Motion
Controller.

$40 + SH

DIY Custom
Controller Electronics
Kit - Rotary

A plastic bag full of the electronic parts and
general instructions you can use to make a
Custom Controller that you know will work
with our DIY Instrument Controller.

$30 + SH

Technical Info

Use the Rotary Kit if your idea will measure
or transfer the Pitch Control as a rotary
motion.

Technical Info
Watch Jam Video
Assembed Controller

Controller only. Will also need a ¼” TS and a ¼” TRS cable.
Small Metal Box –
Custom Controller Kit

Watch Jam Video
metal box and electronics
Electronics, general instructions and metal box. Will also
need a ¼” TS and a ¼” TRS cable.
Big Stick –
Custom Controller Kit

Watch Jam Video

Electronics, general instructions and metal box only. Will
also need a stick, a ¼” TS and a ¼” TRS cable.

DIY Custom
Controller Electronics
Kit - Linear

Rotary Pot, Push Switch, ¼” TS Jack, ¼” TRS Jack, wire
[Picture of bag of parts]

Technical Info

A plastic bag full of the electronic parts and
general instructions you can use to make a
Custom Controller that you know will work
with our DIY Instrument Controller.

$30 + SH

Use the Linear Kit if your idea will measure or
transfer the Pitch Control as a Linear motion.
Specify short (3”) or long (5”) travel.
Linear Pot, Push Switch, ¼” TS Jack, ¼” TRS Jack, wire

Options and Add-Ons
OPTIONS

OPTIONS AND ADD-ONS …

General Flexibility of
System Design
supports unique
Custom Designed
Systems

The primary option you have is that all of the Controllers and
Capabilities of our system can be intermixed in anyway you
can think of or need; Foot and Brain, Voice and Nunchuk,
Nerve and Breathe, etc. This is particularly useful to Clinics,
as they can align a system specifically to the types of needs
they tend to address on a regular basis.
Our Custom Instrument Controllers DO NOT include the MIDI
instrument or synth, and you can use any MIDI keyboard,
synthesizer, drum machine or sequencer with a MIDI input
you want or any Analog Synth. However, if you would like us
to provide you with a MIDI instrument so that you receive a
complete system the ones below are what we’ve selected.
If you select to have us supply the MIDI instrument, we’ll use
your specific instrument when setting up, configuring and
testing your system before sending it on to you.

MIDI Instruments or
Analog Synths

This note does not
apply to our Custom
Analog Synthesizers
which are complete
instruments

If you already have a MIDI instrument and a sound system all
you need is one of our Custom Instruments or Synths. If you
don’t, you’ll need a MIDI Instrument or Synth and usually also
a sound system or headphones so you can hear it.
Price will vary depending on how many modules and features
are combined. For custom designed systems the Customer
answers a short questionnaire to describe their needs, and a
quote is provided for the specific instrument and system that
would be purchased and supplied.
We have worked out arrangements with some of the largest
musical instrument dealers in the world. If you’d like to
include a different keyboard or other piece of gear then
we’ve included in our catalog, just ask us for our best price.

Inexpensive MIDI
Instrument

This is the least
expensive and most
compact option for
using one of our
Instrument Controllers

Our current selection for the best low-priced MIDI
instrument that works with our system is the
Yamaha NP11 61-Key Piaggero Digital Piano.

Medium priced and
more powerful MIDI
Instrument

NOTE – This MIDI instrument also includes a small
amp and speakers built-in, so no other sound system
is required.
Our current selection for the best mid-priced MIDI
instrument that works well with our system is the
Roland JUNO Synthesizer Keyboard

With100’s of sounds,
a vocoder and a basic
drum machine you
can do a lot with this
synth and our system
Inexpensive MIDI
Controlled Analog
Synthesizer

Our current selection for the best inexpensive Analog
Synthesizer that works well with our system is the
Arturia Microbrute Analog Synthesizer

Small and light weight
analog synth with
mini keys

This instrument was selected because of the
price and it works well with our system and
even has speakers built-in. It is also a fun
instrument that supports interaction
between multiple people. One person can
play the piano while another plays their
Assist Instrument. Sounds are mostly limited
to piano, plus just a few others. If you
happen to outgrow it, it makes a great travel
keyboard.

$160 added
to system
price

This instrument was selected because it is
one of the least expensive keyboards with
MIDI inputs that also provide a nice, wide
selection of sounds to select from. It’s basic
drum machine, vocoder and panel controls
augment our system very nicely. This is the
main MIDI instrument we use when we jam
with our own system. This makes for a “Pro”
and fun system. EveryBody Jams!
This synth is just plain fun. You won’t be
playing any “realistic” sounds, but this is a
great way for a person requiring a fair
amount of assistance and a person who can
play a standard keyboard to play together.
The person using the assisted parts of the
system can control things like Filters (the way
it sounds), Volume, Special Effects and so on
why the other person plays the notes. We’ve
done it, it’s a hoot! EveryBody Jams.

$700 added
to system
price

Has speakers
built in so
you don’t
even need a
sound
system.

$300 added
to system
price

Small Inexpensive
Portable Sound
System

If you don’t have any amplifier, speakers, or sound system to
play through and want a complete turn-key system, our
selection for the best small sound system is
Behringer EUROLIVE B205D Active PA/Monitor
Speaker.

Cakewalk Sonar Artist
– DAW Software
Record music on your
computer

10X Dial

$200 added
to system
price

A very user friendly and powerful DAW
(Digital Audio Workstation) for the price. Use
for multi-track recording, live recording,
looping and sequencing.

$100

A very cool interactive program. You can use
it in its very friendly default mode where it
really is a “band in a box” you can play with,
or you can take more manual control and use
it for interactive music composition.

$100

Most modern Synths use Voltage Triggers
(VTrigs) while some old synths like the
Realistic MG1 made by MOOG used Switch
Triggers (STrigs). The notes will not play
when you strike a key, but instead play when
you let go, basically backwards of what you
want. This little box fixes that problem.

$40 + SH

Sometimes you need to really dial in a
Voltage exactly and it can be hard to do.
These highly precise 10 turn pots can be
inserted into the signal and used to help
really fine tune that perfect level. Another
little thing I made for myself because I
needed them. Specify Box or Eurorack.

$45 + SH

Delivered via Digital Download

Band in a Box –
Interactive Jamming
Software
Jam and compose
music on your
computer
VTrig to STrig
Converter

Nothing fancy, small and light and yet
surprisingly loud with everything you need:
1. Play your AMS or other MIDI
Instrument or Synth through it.
2. You can also sing through it or play
anything else you want through it like
other pre-recorded music to play
along with. It has multiple inputs,
mic XLR inputs and a mixer built-in!
3. EveryBody Jams.

Delivered via Digital Download

PRODUCTS BELOW ARE CURRENTLY IN DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING STAGES …
Starter Modular Clinic
Console and
Instrument Controller

Duet Instrument. Instrument Controller
required for 2 people to play either the same
or two different MIDI Instruments or Analog
Synths each using their own Controller. A 3rd
person such as a therapist can play the
keyboard directly at the same time.

Starting point for a
Clinic or Music
Therapy Practice

Select the one or two
types of Controllers
that best fit your
practice

Full Clinic Control
Console
First Version

In Development …

Clinic Control Console with MIDI Converter, Pitch Correction,
Utilities and Inputs to support adding whichever two
Controllers you select. Patch Cables, power supply, MIDI
Cable and Instructional Manual also included.

$1,400 in
standard
starter
configuration
shown
without any
Controllers.

This is the basic System required for all
Controllers, but it does not include any
Select 1 or 2
Controllers itself until you select your
Controller
Controller options from below.
options.
1. Foot Pedal Set – Add $120 each set.
2. Brain Wave Control – Add $660 each User.
3. Nunchuck Control – Add $600 each User.
4. Muscle/Nerve Controller – Add $370 each User.
5. Custom Controller – Add $30 for DIY parts if you
design and build your own Controller, otherwise add
cost of one of ours as they become available.
System optimized for Clinic use. Configured
$3,750
for up to 4 users to play the same or up to 4
estimated
different MIDI instruments using a variety of
Custom Controllers. A 5th person can play the One of the
keyboard instrument directly.
reasons we
selected a
Initial version supports Foot Control, Brain
modular
Wave Control, Nunchuk Control, Nerve
format is so
Control and User-Specific Custom Controllers. your system
System is Expandable as more functions are
can change
available.
and expand
over time.
Think of other forms of control that make
sense for your practice? Describe your needs
and we’ll design something for you.

Includes Clinic Control Console, 2 Sustain Pedals, 2
Expression Pedals, Brain Wave Headset, Nintendo Nunchuk
Control, Electrodes, MIDI and Patch Cables, Instructional
Manual, power supply.
Complete MacDaddy
Control Console

System optimized for Clinic use. Everything
in the Clinic Control Console, plus Voice
control, 3D Motion Control, and configured
for up to 8 simultaneous users to control the
same or up to 8 different MIDI instruments.

In Development …

Includes Complete MacDaddy Control Console, 2 Sustain
Pedals, 2 Expression Pedals, Headset Microphone, Breathe
Control Headset, Brain Wave Headset, Electrodes, Nintendo
Controller, MIDI and Patch Cables, Instructional Manual
Voice Instrument
Controller

Solo Instrument. Everything required for
playing any MIDI Instrument or Analog
Synthesizer using the Headset Microphone
provided. Think of it as the world’s biggest
high tech Kazoo.

In Development …

You “Hoo Hoo Hoo” into the mic and the
attached MIDI Instrument or Analog Synth
plays the notes, intervals or chords based on
the Voice Controller settings and your pitch.
Pitch Controller Instrument, Microphone, MIDI and Patch
Cables, Mic Cable, Instructional Manual, power supply

$5,500
estimated

Breathe Instrument
Controller

Solo Instrument. Everything required for
playing any MIDI instrument using Breathe
control.

In Development …
The user pinches their lips to “Strike” a note,
and how hard they blow into the Breath
Controller determines the pitch.
Breathe Controller, Breathe Control Headset, MIDI and Patch
Cables, Instructional Manual

